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Presidents’ Welcome

 It is with great pleasure that we, on   
 behalf of Rotary in Northwich, invite 
 you to our 27th Beer and Drinks Festival. 
2021 should have been our 28th festival but of course, like so much of community life, the 
pandemic put an end to our 2020 plans.

However, after more than a year of Covid-19 restrictions normality has started to return and 
we can once again socialize without the need to wear face masks or socially distance. 

We’ve built on the success of our 2019 event which extended the drinks offer to include a fine 
selection of gins, prosecco and ciders and whilst the number of beers have been reduced we’ve 
ensured that the beer quality and range of beer styles is better than ever. There’s something to 
meet everyone’s taste.

Running the festival relies upon help from volunteers who give up their time freely. Between 
them they’ve planned, risk assessed, obtained the necessary licences, booked entertainment, 
served drinks and erected and taken down the bars. This year’s planning started well before 
the spring lockdown was lifted so face to face meetings had to be replaced with Zoom sessions.
As has been the case in recent years we have again relied heavily on advice provided by Cliff 
Houghton from Warrington Rotary who has extensive experience in running beer festivals.  
We’d especially like to thank our sponsors. For many it’s been a difficult time and we’re 
tremendously grateful that they’ve been able to support the event. Sponsorship ensures that 
any surplus income can go to good causes; locally, nationally and internationally via Rotary 
in Northwich. 

Many of you will have attended our Festivals before and we are delighted that you have been 
able to join us once again. If this is your first visit we hope you find it enjoyable, tell your 
friends, and return next time. 

Nigel Barrington–Smith
Vale Royal Rotary

David Buxton
Weaver Valley Rotary

Rupert Adams
Northwich Rotary
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We hope you enjoy the festival!
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WELCOME TO THE 27TH ROTARY FESTIVAL OF

BEER, DRINKS & MUSIC!

It’s good to be back offering the community a weekend to 
celebrate with Rotary, and raise money for local charities. 
Tasting notes are included with this program for the 
great range of Gins on offer. Wine and Prosecco 
will also be available; and of course a whole range 
of beers and ciders! 

ENJOY!ENJOY!
Please note - a separate list of all the 
different casks of beer and cider, and 

respective tasting notes, will be provided 
at the event, to ensure it is up to date and 

relevant to the availability at the time!

All attendees are
advised to comply
with the relevant Covid
rules during the event.!



What did Rotary do
during the Pandemic?

Northwich Community Support Group and Rotary in Northwich are supporting the 
local community with their food collections from Tesco & Waitrose in Northwich. Once collected 
the food waste is transported to one of 3 Food Hubs in the Northwich area, they are located in 
Winnington, Sandiway and Weaverham. 

On arrival the food is sorted and put on display for collection by the general public. 
The End Food Waste programme has now been running for 16 months with thousands of pounds 
worth of food being distributed free of charge. All of those involved are volunteers and give up 
their time free of charge.

Rotary in Northwich also held a Big Raffle!
Due to limited activity Rotary were unable to run their normal charity events, therefore it was 
decided to run a big charity raffle over the Christmas period. The first prize was £1,000 and 
there were dozens of fabulous prizes donated by our wonderful sponsors. Rotarian Peter Holland 
with witnesses made the draw live on Radio Northwich at 12 noon on New Years day. It was a 
fantastic success with over £5,000 raised for local charities. We would like to thank everyone 
who participated, particularly our wonderful sponsors, many of whom are again supporting us 
with the Beer and Drinks Festival.

Over £5k raised

for local charities!

Thank You!



COMING SOONNorthwich Krazy Races

When I saw that headline in the Northwich 
Guardian I was intrigued, having been a fan of 
the Red Bull Downhill Racing I had to know more. 
It turned out that this was a gravity down-hill 
race using Castle Hill as the track. I was sure that 
some of the members of the Northwich Vale Royal
Rotary club would be interested in it (many of us have engineering or mechanical backgrounds), 
soon a team was formed. Using the Issigonis method we started by drawing round me on a 
large piece of cardboard to get a plan or the ‘car’. It was decided that we would use recycled or 
used materials.

One of the team used to sell Computer Controlled Pipe Bending machines, so a visit to the firm 
was organised. It took 4 goes to explain how it worked (that gave us the pipes for the base) the 
rest was found in the scrap bin. An afternoon of cutting, grinding and welding produced a 
skeleton of the frame.

Then Covid pounced and we were all grounded!!!!! Luckily all the equipment needed was in my 
garage so I was able to spend the odd hour working on the frame. E Bay was a good source of 
Braking and Steering bits, and scrounging off friends was another. Slowly I was able to complete 
the frame and we now have a Rolling Chassis…..this just needs testing when we find some private 
road with a slight hill. The event was cancelled due to Covid but will be run next year. Its an 
example of what Rotarians can do in their free time; it just needs to be finished off with the 
Rotary logo on the body!

by Phil Robinson

If anyone fancies having a go next year (date to be finalised)

Contact: Sara@sarabelcherevents.co.uk for further information.

You can get Entry Forms and Regulations from this site:

www.krazyraces.co.uk/northwich-krazy-races/

(but not as much as us!)
Good luck 



The implementation of this initiative by the RCNVR Vocational Team, supported by other 
members within the Club, came just at the right moment with a requirement for school children 
to study remotely from home; often via a communication medium such as Zoom“. It is not 
surprising that all of the local school children did not have a device to work on, as especially 
those families with two or more children found it expensive to provide such devices.

To this end, we made a general appeal for members of the public, friends and family, via our 
social media sites and with the help of Radio Northwich, for laptops, iPads and mobile 
telephones to be donated to the Rotary Club of Northwich Vale Royal, in order that we could 
organise via a professional local IT establishment, to wipe them clean and remove all old 
content; add new programs and bring the devices to a good workable level. The company who 
were identified and recommended to do this for us was Level1Computers based in Northwich 
town centre, owned and managed by Nigel Leather. We came to an arrangement that Nigel 
would where possible give us some part exchange value on the old mobile phones that he was 
able to salvage or use for spare parts to repair, for which he deducted the equivalent value from 
the laptop / iPad repairs invoices to assist our cause financially.

In conclusion all we can say is, with this support from Nigel in particular and members of our 
club, this initiative has been extremely successful and has delighted the local schools with whom 
we were working, not to mention the individual school children who benefited by being able to 
log on to learn whilst working from home.

Laptops for
Schools and

others in need

Thank you to
Nigel Leather

Level 1 Computers
Witton Street
01606 45053

In all we are proud to announce that to date we have distributed
128 upgraded devices to those who really do need them and the 
program is to be extended into 2021/22 for other needy causes.

@Level1Computers 

If you have any old Laptops, iPads or old mobile phones
that you no longer require, please private message us to 

arrange your donation via our Social Media pages or 
email: rcnvr@btinternet.com

Appeal:



Cheers! to CRS for
sponsoring our beer glasses

www.crs-consultants.com
01606 48521



Jack Gee Cycles
WITTON STREET NORTHWICH

01606 43029
YOUR LOCAL INDEPENDENT CYCLE SHOP

YOU’VE SEEN THE REST; NOW COME TO THE BEST

WE ARE CHESHIRE'S ONLY STOCKIST FOR

NOW AVAILABLE WITH 12 MONTHS INTEREST

FREE CREDIT

BOOK YOUR FREE TEST RIDE TODAY

ALL OUR BIKES ARE FULLY ASSEMBLED AND READY TO RIDE



A few facts – Of Dutch origin, gin was a cheap British version of genever 
favoured by William of Orange! Over 200 years ago gin was so popular it became known as 
“mother’s ruin”, and was supplied to soldiers to give them “Dutch courage”. It was also drunk 
for medicinal reasons, (a good excuse), hence officers in the British Empire favoured Gin and 
Tonic to help with malaria; Navy officers had a taste for Pink gin, (mixed with bitters) as they 
said it helped with sea sickness; and of course gin and lime was deemed to be beneficial 
against scurvy! 

1. Whitley Neill Rhubarb and Ginger
The essence of rhubarb adds a tart crisp edge to a smooth English gin base whilst the 
ginger extract warms the palate for a full-bodied finish. Whilst most of Johnny Neill’s 
inspiration for his award-winning Gins comes from his ancestor’s intrepid exploits abroad, 
this Rhubarb & Ginger Gin harks from fond memories made slightly closer to home. 
Post-war, the Whitley Family, now settled into rural England near Daresbury, cultivated 
their garden with thrilling flavours, serving as inspiration for both the table and indeed 
their experimentation with new Gins. Johnny’s latest Gin evokes childhood memories of 
visiting his grandparents on their farm by taking a firm Whitley family favourite in rhubarb 
and placed a warm twist on this with the addition of fresh ginger.

Today’s popular drink.
12 quality Gins to try!

GIN

2. Whitley Neill Blood Orange
Bright, zesty aromas head up a clean, citrus Gin. A sweet fruit burst of Sicilian Blood 
Oranges offers a smooth crisp taste of the Mediterranean sun. A passion for discovery 
runs through all eight generations of the Whitley Neill family tree. So it’s perhaps fitting 
that while honeymooning in the beautiful Sicilian countryside, Frederick Neill and his new 
wife fell in love all over again, this time with the vibrant, zesty flavour of Sicilian blood 
oranges. Using his finely-honed distilling techniques, Freddy strove to create a gin recipe 
that would evoke the memories of his Sicilian honeymoon. And it’s this recipe that led to 
the creation of Whitley Neill Blood Orange Gin. A handcrafted Gin of exceptional quality, 
that’s bursting with the dynamic citrus flavour of Sicilian blood oranges in every drop, for a 
smooth, taste of the Mediterranean sun.



3. Whitley Neill Raspberry
An initial and distinct juniper, coriander and liquorice flavour; that gives way to a bright, fresh 
vibrant taste of Scottish raspberries. A perfectly balanced Gin with a delicate, fruity taste and 
a lasting citrus, raspberry flavour.

Luscious raspberries found in Scotland are balanced with juniper notes and has a delicate 
sweetness which rounds this deliciously Raspberry Gin. This incredibly versatile Gin can be 
deliciously paired with tonic as well as being the perfect component to contemporary cocktails 
for every season and occasion.

8. Kopparberg Strawberry & Lime
Kopparberg Strawberry & Lime Gin is a 38% product made in Kopparberg in Sweden. 
A classic London Dry Gin style base is redistilled with the same strawberries and lime that go 
into Kopparberg's #1 selling fruit cider. Launched in 2019, this gin is supplied by Cider of 
Sweden (Kopparberg).

4. Bombay Sapphire
10 Botanicals blend beautifully to produce not only a well-balanced gin but one that is 
flavoursome and yet refreshing all at once. One of the best known and most delicately 
perfumed gins in the world, Bombay Sapphire makes an excellent Martini, and is great as 
a base for a Gin and Tonic.

5. Hendrick’s
The Infusion of Rose and Cucumber No other gin tastes like HENDRICK'S because no other 
gin is made like HENDRICK'S. We infuse our gin with the remarkable Bulgarian Rosa 
Damascena and specially selected cucumbers from the finest producers.

6. Brockman’s Intensively Smooth
Brockman’s is like no other gin. For gin enthusiasts it is a revelation, for gin novices it is about 
discovering an unexpected individual taste. It stands proudly alone from the many other types 
of gin due to the unique recipe of exquisite botanicals and the patient steeping distillation 
process. Where the more traditional notes of gin are combined with a refreshing influence of 
citrus and aromatic wild blackberries and blueberries. This creates an intensely smooth gin 
taste that is sensual and daringly different.

7. Boë Violet
Lovingly created in small batches under the watchful eye of our Master Distiller, where rare 
hand picked botanicals and spices are infused in the finest neutral grain spirit, liberating the 
full flavour of triple filtered Boë Gin, creating a high class gin, characteristically citrus with 
extraordinary balance and smoothness. Boë Gin takes its name from Franz de le Boe; legend 
has it when Professor Franz was in search a medicinal tonic he mixed neutral spirit with 
juniper berries and created gin.



The implementation of this initiative by the RCNVR Vocational Team, supported by other 
members within the Club, came just at the right moment with a requirement for school children 
to study remotely from home; often via a communication medium such as Zoom“. It is not 
surprising that all of the local school children did not have a device to work on, as especially 
those families with two or more children found it expensive to provide such devices.

To this end, we made a general appeal for members of the public, friends and family, via our 
social media sites and with the help of Radio Northwich, for laptops, iPads and mobile 
telephones to be donated to the Rotary Club of Northwich Vale Royal, in order that we could 
organise via a professional local IT establishment, to wipe them clean and remove all old 
content; add new programs and bring the devices to a good workable level. The company who 
were identified and recommended to do this for us was Level1Computers based in Northwich 
town centre, owned and managed by Nigel Leather. We came to an arrangement that Nigel 
would where possible give us some part exchange value on the old mobile phones that he was 
able to salvage or use for spare parts to repair, for which he deducted the equivalent value from 
the laptop / iPad repairs invoices to assist our cause financially.

In conclusion all we can say is, with this support from Nigel in particular and members of our 
club, this initiative has been extremely successful and has delighted the local schools with whom 
we were working, not to mention the individual school children who benefited by being able to 
log on to learn whilst working from home.

If you have any old Laptops, iPads or old mobile phones
that you no longer require, please private message us to 

arrange your donation via our Social Media pages or 
email: rcnvr@btinternet.com

9. Warner’s Rhubarb
Officially the world’s first rhubarb gin! Which is both a blessing and a curse, because it inspired 
a whole heap of corner-cutting copycats.  Originally cooked up using rhubarb reportedly from 
Queen Victoria’s crop, and meant to be a limited edition. Till we realised how stonking it was. 
If anyone tells you making rhubarb gin is fun, they’re blatantly doing it wrong. You have to 
throttle tonnes and tonnes of the stuff to get enough juice Even then, you don’t know what 
colour your final batch will have. All thanks to pectin, a volatile component that – look, just 
trust us. It’s a total faff. And yet we persevere. Blood, sweat, tears. Plus rhubarb juice!

12. Tanqueray No. Ten
Tanqueray first created the world’s finest gin in 1830 and it is made today to the same classic, 
timeless recipe. This legacy and expertise was later infused in Tanqueray No. TEN, which set 
the standard as the first ultra-premium gin. Distilled in small batches with fresh whole 
grapefruits, oranges, limes and chamomile flowers, Tanqueray No.TEN is an exceptional taste 
experience. Tanqueray No. TEN Gin is distilled four times with Tanqueray’s balance of four 
classic gin botanicals: refreshing juniper, peppery coriander, aromatic angelica and sweet 
liquorice. Fresh citrus fruits are then added with camomile flowers in Tiny Ten, the still from 
which the liquid gets its name The liquid is beautifully smooth as it was designed to craft the 
perfect martini cocktail. It is best enjoyed with tonic water, plenty of ice and a wedge of pink 
grapefruit, or with dry vermouth and a twist of pink grapefruit in a perfect martini. It has won 
also multiple awards and it is in fact the only white spirit in the Hall of Fame at the San 
Francisco Spirits Awards after being awarded the gold medal three years in a row. Every 
bottle carries a seal marking Charles Tanqueray’s name, a symbol of quality and more than 
180 years of distilling excellence. The base of the bottle for Tanqueray No. TEN resembles a 
citrus press, symbolic of the fresh Mexican limes, Florida oranges and pink grapefruits that are 
distilled in every small batch of the gin.

10. Slingsby Yorkshire Rhubarb
Beginning life as one of our development gins, we have taken our London Dry Gin and 
masterfully infused this with the finest Yorkshire rhubarb sourced from the famous 'Rhubarb 
Triangle'. Taste - initial of rhubarb, followed by the bitter tang of the Pink grapefruit citrus base. 
A tart Rhubarb finish rounds off the drink leaving an unforgettable flavour on the palate.

11. Tanqueray Flor de Sevilla
Our founder, Charles Tanqueray, was an innovator and pioneer in pursuit of the world's finest 
gin. In this pursuit he sourced botanicals from all around the world and created over 300 
recipes. It is thought that his travels to the sun-soaked groves of Spain in the 1860s inspired 
the creation of a unique gin liqueur using Seville oranges. Tanqueray Flor de Sevilla is a 
unique distilled gin made with bittersweet Seville oranges, orange blossom, natural colour and 
flavours as well as other fine botanicals. It delivers a fruity and zesty taste, balanced with the 
4 botanicals of our classic London Dry gin. This taste of the sun-soaked Mediterranean is a 
uniquely enjoyable yet complex gin.

Which one will be your favourite?



13. St Luke’s AT 30 – The gin that cares!
AT30 Gin is a unique, limited edition gin created in conjunction with Rodney Densem Wines to raise 
funds for St Luke’s Cheshire Hospice.   The �rst AT30 gin created was a stunning Blueberry and 
Raspberry, and sold out in just 6 short weeks.   The second AT30 blend is a crisp London gin with a 
very delicate hint of Redcurrant and Cranberry and has been limited to just 1000 numbered bottles.   
Retailing at £35 (in its own fabulous gift bag) every penny of pro�t supports St Luke’s and patient 
care.  No wonder it has been dubbed ‘The gin that cares’ by leading gin blogger the GinDen.   

AT30 can be purchased while stocks last by emailing 
Jane.thompson@slhospice.co.uk or calling 01606 555688.

I have been a massive supporter of the Beer Festival for more years that
l can remember and on more than one occasion l have had great difficulty
in remembering exactly what l got up to during the evening and so it was
a real Covid 19 disappointment to forego last year’s extravaganza!

Northwich Rotarians are such special people and they consistently 
contribute to our community wellbeing in so many wonderful ways.

As we all expected they, like so many other organisations and individuals, 
stood up to the plate during the ongoing pandemic and went above and 
beyond in responding to this awful crisis!

As Mayor l know how closely the 
Rotarians work with Northwich Town 
Council but they deserve our 
commendation and gratitude for their 
work this past year for providing laptops 
for our schools; for helping our foodbanks 
and assisting our local communities 
time after time after time.

The Beer Festival is one of the premier 
events in the Northwich social calendar 
and l do hope to contribute towards 
making this years ‘bash’ a very
successful one!

Sam Sam Naylor
Northwich Town Mayor

Enjoy!

A note from our Mayor...



YOU’VE SEEN THE REST; NOW COME TO THE BEST

NOW AVAILABLE WITH 12 MONTHS INTEREST

FREE CREDIT

BOOK YOUR FREE TEST RIDE TODAY

ALL OUR BIKES ARE FULLY ASSEMBLED AND READY TO RIDE

Thank you to Club Class for
sponsoring our Gin glasses

and on-going support



Thank you to Bowlers Brewery for supplying 
a barrel of TRUSTY STEED, a well balanced 

IPA (5.2% ABV); that delivers a rounded 
flavour with florals and a twist of citrus.



Time served with over 17 years experience

 www.holliethegasfitter.com 
holliethegasfitter@gmail.com
07730 679310

Boiler service £70

Gas fire strip down service £80 

Happy to liase direct with
tenants for rental properties 

Please see my website for more
information and also handmade
copper gifts!





This live, spectacular, musical party will take you on a journey back through the events of the 
past 18 months, through songs of the movies and musical theatre tracks.  The multi-award 
winning KMTC are returning to Memorial Court with this concert for 4 days from 20th October 
until 23rd October.  Their grand re-opening will be an extra special night, with the Gala 
performance.  Get there early to enjoy the red carpet, photo booth and Paparazzi! 

The evening will kick off with sparkling wine or soft drink.  You will then have chance to take 
your own photos with props from the KMTC store, at no charge; just post to your favourite social 
media app to show everyone your super-star status.  At the half time interval, a hot meal can be 
collected from the bar area and taken back into the auditorium, to enjoy at an exclusive table 
layout for that night only.

KMTC are well known in the Northwest as one of the leading community theatre companies 
and feature an incredible array of talented performers. Their recent sell-out productions in 
Northwich have included:

KMTC are a registered charity that is dedicated to keeping the arts alive through not-for-profit 
performances.  To this end, their ticket prices are subsidised from charity fundraising and grants.  
This is the reason for their super low prices – each performance is budgeted to break-even. 
The cast are unpaid volunteers, keeping theatre access affordable.  Every production includes a 
gruelling schedule of rehearsals, production meetings, set building and “get out” at the end, not 
to mention the on-stage and off-stage crews who bring the performance to life.  This leads to a 
mind-boggling 10,000 volunteer hours going into a complete show. 

Grease Ghost Oliver! All Shook Up Avenue Q Fame!

Hear the People Sing......in style Rotary in Northwich are hosting a special 
Charity Gala edition of “Do You Hear the 
People Sing?” on Wednesday 20th October 
at 7:00 pm at the Brio Memorial Court. 

Ticket sales and enquiries: 0800 4337267 or email: info@kmtc.org.uk

KMTC have a dedicated community fund, the main sponsor of which is the Rotary Club of Northwich Vale 
Royal.  This fund is used to further aid access to the theatre, to try to ensure everyone is accommodated, if 
possible, and if funds allow.  This can be through further ticket price reduction (right down to free tickets, if the 
need is there) or paying for a sign language interpreter, as 2 examples.  If you are a local charity representative 
that would be interested in utilizing our community fund to provide theatre access, please get in touch.  
Additionally, if you would be interested in donating to the community fund, we want to hear from you.  

I have been a massive supporter of the Beer Festival for more years that
l can remember and on more than one occasion l have had great difficulty
in remembering exactly what l got up to during the evening and so it was
a real Covid 19 disappointment to forego last year’s extravaganza!

Northwich Rotarians are such special people and they consistently 
contribute to our community wellbeing in so many wonderful ways.

As we all expected they, like so many other organisations and individuals, 
stood up to the plate during the ongoing pandemic and went above and 
beyond in responding to this awful crisis!

As Mayor l know how closely the 
Rotarians work with Northwich Town 
Council but they deserve our 
commendation and gratitude for their 
work this past year for providing laptops 
for our schools; for helping our foodbanks 
and assisting our local communities 
time after time after time.

The Beer Festival is one of the premier 
events in the Northwich social calendar 
and l do hope to contribute towards 
making this years ‘bash’ a very
successful one!

Sam



FRIDAY

NIGHT
6 -11PM

     We are a local covers band based in the Northwich area and 
playing a wide range of danceable songs guaranteed to create a 
great atmosphere whatever the event. Our experienced line-up 
features strong male and female lead vocals, backed by 
keyboards, guitars, bass and drums.
     Our material could be described as rock and pop covers - 
ranging from the 70’s through to recent chart material – 
performed in our own style and with the occasional surprises 
thrown in. Expect to hear everything from Fleetwood Mac, Bryan 
Adams, Robert Palmer, REM and Status Quo through to Tina 
Turner, Stereophonics, Blondie, Ed Sheeran, George Ezra … and 
too many more to mention here!
     If you like to dance, sing along, play air guitar or just listen to the 
music, then this is for you!

www.spittingfeathersmusic.co.uk

@SpittingFeathersUK



@twistedlick 

SATURDAY

NIGHT
6 -11PM

     Twisted Lick are a 5 piece classic rock band from the North 
West of England.
     The band are live, no samples or backing tracks are used, just a 
faithful recreation of everything, from soft rock ballads to hard 
core 70s & 80s rock hits, performed with power, passion and 
above all attention to detail.
     Some of the bands we cover are Pink Floyd, Whitesnake, Toto 
and Queen to name a few. 
     Twisted lick also play more mainstream party hits like 
Sledgehammer, Rebel Yell - Let's Dance to classic soul and funk 
tunes so Twisted Lick will always keep you guessing what will 
come next.



Rotary is an international service organisation established in 1905 which has 
a membership of around 1.3 million people worldwide. Our motto is “service 
above self”. 

Northwich now has three Rotary Clubs each of which is subtly different but 
importantly we work together as Rotary in Northwich. In addition to an 
extensive programme of community support activities and environmental 
projects we raise funds for good causes and by working with partners we 
deliver a range of events such as the summer River Festival. 
Forthcoming events include a Gala Concert in October, “Firefest” 
in November and “Santa in Northwich” in December. 

We welcome help from volunteers!
If you’d like to know more about Rotary or volunteering 

please speak to our Rotary members at the festival or contact 
us via the website: www.rotaryinnorthwich.org.uk 

Or email individual clubs: northwichrotaryclub@gmail.com
rcnvr@btinternet.com    weavervalleyrotary@gmail.com

What is Rotary?

We would like to thank...
Radio Northwich for supplying a DJ for the event and taking music requests!
Brio Leisure for the venue, but also all the help backstage in organizing the event!

Tracey Oultram from Max Design for all the hard work in the design and publishing
of this program. Find Max Design on FB: @maxdesigns4u

And of course many thanks to all our sponsors and advertisers; that with the aid of 
many Rotary volunteers enable the event to go ahead each year, and raise a 
considerable amount of money for charity!

But we are most grateful for you our faithful attendees, who make it a 
success each year, thank you and put the 16th and 17th of September
2022 in your diary for the next year’s event!

ON BEHALF OF ROTARY AND THE COMMUNITY A BIG THANK YOU TO EVERYONE!



 
 

No special tools are required and most roofs can be covered with one piece.

Find out more at 
| info@fbpl.co.uk | 01606 552026

Firestone Building Products | Premier Park | Road One | Winsford Industrial Estate | Winsford | CW7 3PH

Firestone RubberCover™ EPDM




